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Abstract:
Cyber investigations are diverse by nature: investigations into financial fraud, for example, are very different from investigations that target 
global criminal activities such as botnets and spam infrastructures. Invariably, these investigations require cooperation and intelligence 
sharing on a global scale and involve parties from private and public sector. We will look at the timelines associated with prevalent 
cybercrime and cyber attack investigations: who participates and how, what challenges investigators face, what is effective and what is 
not, and what we might change to more effectively investigate and mitigate illicit cyber activities. 
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Cyber attacks are the execution of a cyber threats

An “online” or 
digitally mediated 
attack against 
digital or physical 
world assets or 
infrastructures

Here, we see the 
effects of a DDoS 
attack

https://www.arbornetworks.com/attack-map
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Composite Cyber Threat Landscape

• Cyber threats to individuals or organizations are strongly 

oriented towards financial fraud, blackmail, or coercion:

- Ransomware, spear-phishing, business email compromise

- Malware infections: banking trojans, keylogging, or data exfiltration

- Doxing: social media engineering for “fun”, coercion or recruitment

• Governments are concerned with variants of above:

- Email compromise of government officials

- Exfiltration or disclosure of sensitive documents or communications

- Terrorist recruitment or radicalization
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How Is the Threat Landscape Changing?
Historical Threat Evolution

DDoS Attack Initiated from Servers
DDoS for Hire, e.g., “DDoSAAS”

Phishing, Spearphishing Business Email Compromise

Malware Ransomware, Weaponized Malware
Leave-no-trace (Ghostware)

Attacks against Point of Sale, 
Mobile Devices, IP cameras

Attacks against Internet of Things devices
Attacks against Medical Devices

Jailbreaking mobile devices Jailbreaking Clouds
Blended Threat Localized DoS, (Land-and-Expand)
Encrypted threats Crypto backdoors
Account password cracking Password database exfiltration
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Characteristics of the threat landscape evolution

• The attack surface is expanded
– Volumetric attacks have more volume
– A new wave of devices (things) are exploitable

• Attackers are also investing more in target acquisition
– Intelligence gathering from social media

• Attackers are commoditizing their digital goods
– Attack kits freely distributed
– Instructional videos readily available

• Attackers will continue to innovate
– Improving evasion technique
– Exploiting privacy legislation
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Despite this evolution, the context for crime is constant

MEANS FINANCIAL
ability to finance actions

TECHNOLOGICAL 
ability to digitally mediate actions

INTELLECTUAL
ability to plan and act (talent) 

MOTIVE POLITICAL AIM
BUSINESS AIM
FINANCIAL GAIN
NOTORIETY…

OPPORTUNITY ACCESS TO INTERNET
the digital mediation battle field
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The means to commit cybercrimes are familiar to investigators

• Technology and talent are not barriers to entry
• Private or government financing available

–Pay for digital goods 
–Bounties for vulnerabilities
–Attacking for hire 

• Thriving underground economy
–Dark and social media marketplaces 

for stolen or exploited goods
–Tools of trade available are plentiful and cheap
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The motive for cyber “crime” is commonly financial gain

• Financial gain
– Perpetrating fraud, e.g., phishing, advanced fee frauds
– Ransomware, DDoS for hire
– Coercion and consequent data exfiltration
– Commercial or state-sponsored espionage
– Facilitating subterfuge (election tampering)
– Tracking/profiling consumers

• Other motives – hacktivism, notoriety, vendetta
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The cost of entry is falling and talent is being commoditized
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The Internet expands opportunity exponentially

• The Internet is an open 
access, common technology 
infrastructure

• Adaptability has been a key 
factor for its success

• Adaptability serves all actors,
legal and illicit,
according to their aim
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Anatomy of a typical email-delivered attack

User receives 
spam with 
malicious 

attachment

Malicious 
attachment 
self-installs, 
connects to 

criminal host
to download 

malware 
installer

Malware installer
downloads

attack-specific 
malware

Attacks ensue:

Account theft
Botnet enrollment

Data theft
DDoS

Ransomware
…
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Anatomy of a Crypto-Ransomware Attack
Cryptography in ransomware
1. Ransomware on infected device

contacts command-control (C2)
2. Command-control generates keys

for the client on infected device
3. Client encrypts data or entire 
4. disk drive of infected device
5. Ransomware on infected device

posts an extortion notice
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Timeline to respond to financial fraud attacks
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The Golden Age of criminal infrastructures?

What you should know about spam:

• 70-85% all email is unsolicited bulk email (UCE, or spam)
• Spam is a major means of delivery for illicit activities

• Spam delivery uses assets or methods that are criminal

– Malware infection, trademark infringement, address hijacking, fraud

• Spam is commonly distributed using botnets

• Spam is no longer exclusively delivered by email

https://www.talosintelligence.com/reputation_center/email_rep
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Timeline to dismantle criminal infrastructures

Botnets or 
criminal 
delivery 

infrastructures
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Case study: Dismantling Avalanche infrastructure
• “Avalanche” is a criminal malware and DNS hosting infrastructure

– Evolved from botnet to malware delivery service
– Bulletproof: uses double fast-flux hosting to hide backend and stolen data
– Predominantly used for financial fraud attacks

• Avalanche offered a “cloud customer experience”
– Criminal domain name registrations
– Access to a command-control server
– Service assets (infected computers, “bots”)
– Choice of Malware: 20 families available

Andromeda Nymaim Carberp KBot / Bolek Panda Banker

CoreBot Ranbyus (.tw) Doc-Downloader Rovnix Dofoil

Slempo GOZI2 Teslacrypt GozNym Trusteer App

KINS URLZone Marcher VawtrakMatsnu Xswkit
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Operation Avalanche Chronology

• During the Avalanche window of operation…
- 1,000,000 malicious emails per week
- 100s of $M of victim losses
- Victims in 180 countries

2008
• Rock 

Phish 
dwindles

2009
• Avalanche 

spam 
infrastructure 
appears

2010-2012
• Avalanche 

evolves into 
malware 
delivery 
service

2012-2016
• Operation 

Avalanche
• 30 countries
• 64 TLDs, 

40 operators
• Public-private 

actors
• MLATs, court 

orders

2016 Nov 30
• Dismantling 

action
• Arrests

https://www.europol.europa.eu/newsroom/news/%E2%80%98avalanche%E2%80%99-network-dismantled-in-international-cyber-operation
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Avalanche: What we have learned about crime and domain names

• Domain names and IP addresses are tools of the cyber attackers’ trades

• Cyber attackers register thousands of domain names

and exploit or hijack tens of thousands of addresses

- They have no incentives to provide complete and 

accurate contact information for identifiers that they register

• Instead, they use any of several forms of deception

- Patently false or incomplete information 

- Plausibly accurate data, e.g., data culled from obituaries

- Stolen identities 

- “Neglected” identities, e.g., expired domains associated

with IP address allocations

- Hijacking, spoofing or injection

• They also misuse privacy protection services to hide 

point of contact information
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The advantages are staked in favor of attackers 

Attackers create 
their own attack 
infrastructure on 

infected or 
compromised 

devices 
or servers

Attackers 
compromise 

legitimate 
infrastructures 

to operate 
covertly or to 

encumber 
investigations

Attackers don’t 
need

approval, 
permission, 

budgets, 
licenses, or 

court orders
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Do Investigators have any advantages?

• Investigators can 
- Monitor, intercept or redirect traffic
- Reverse engineer malicious code
- Block addresses or services 
- Remove harmful content
- Disconnect hosts  
- Stop domain names from resolving

• Such interventions are common

Mitigation or prosecution is less so… 
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Challenges: multi-jurisdictional Cyber Investigations

• Cyber crimes are commonly conducted 
across many jurisdictions 

• Victims and losses also span many nations

• Time to obtain and execute court orders extends 
attackers’ windows of opportunity 
- Private actor goal for timely mitigation is 2-12 hours
- Court orders, MLA or bilateral means to prosecute 

cyber crimes take months or years

https://www.flickr.com/photos/144110575@N07/
https://phys.org/news/2014-11-dont-hacked-online.html
http://pixabay.com/en/anonymous-hacktivist-hacker-2755365/
https://pixabay.com/en/hacking-hacker-computer-internet-1685092/

https://pixabay.com/en/anonymous-hacktivist-hacker-2755365/
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What hinders mitigation or prosecution?

JURISDICTION
What is the prevailing jurisdiction of 
content hosting, DNS hosting, domain 
registration, alleged perpetrators?

LAW
Is this a criminal activity in all relevant
jurisdictions?

CONTRACT, 
INTERPRETATION

Is a contracted party in breach of an 
obligation? According to whose 
interpretation?

ATTRIBUTION Do regulations impede or delay 
investigators from accessing pivotal 
data in an (Internet) timely manner
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Why are registration data important to investigators?

• Investigators use domain name and address registration data 
• To contact victims of cybercrimes
• Identify persons of interest in a criminal investigation

• Domain name registration data are critical assets for investigators
- They are data that often “lead” an investigator to further evidence of a crime 
- Some registration data identify assets of a criminal infrastructure
- Other data are pivotal data: we use these to query other databases
- We pattern match data to expand an investigation beyond a single domain
- Registration data often help investigators (re)construct a global crime scene
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Trust-based Collaboration 

• Private- and public sector investigators 

establish trusted communications 

channels

• Information sharing

- Malware, phishing, spam samples

- Host names, URLs, addresses, geo-location

- Activities of persons of interest

- Points of contact 

(targets, victims, operators, investigators)

• Coordination or hand off

- Mitigating DDoS by squelching sources

- Providing evidence of AUP violation to a 

service operator for action

Today…

Call a 
party you 

trust

Trust based 
collaboration 

community
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Trust is Earned

Technology is motive agnostic: criminals, 
investigators, admins use the same tools 

• New participants earn nominations from existing members 
• Vetting prior to admission includes

- Personal references
- Track record from prior collaboration, and 

- Reputation in the field, among membership

• Individuals put own reputation and membership at risk when they nominate
• Collaboration groups impose strict codes of conduct
• Self-policing model
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Is trust-based collaboration effective?

• Yes. It reduces the attack surface in several ways:
– Sharing malware samples expedites remediation

– Sharing “data feeds” forms the bases for protecting users through blocking 

– Sharing intelligence improves dossiers on suspected criminal actors

– Sharing reduces time from threat identification to containment or mitigation

• Benefits to participating law enforcement agents 
- Insights other than direct complaints

- Access to daily or historical information that private sector gathers

• BUT… it scales poorly and is not a “universal” solution

Technology is motive agnostic: criminals, 
investigators, admins use the same tools 
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Characteristics of 
accredited intervenor programs

• Formal vetting process provides a level 
playing field for interveners

• Transparency and accountability of process
• Transparency and accountability of attesting 

parties
• Attestations and responses by authorities 

are auditable
• Well-defined and agreed up  set of actions 

within scope
• Intervention is scoped to avoid disputes over 

legitimacy of content

Evolution to Public Private Trust Partnerships

Call a 
party you 

trust

Use trusted third party intermediaries -
accredited intervener programs -

to allow responders to keep pace with 
criminal actorsTrust based 

collaboration 
community Trusted

Intermediaries
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Evolution to Public Private Trust Partnerships

Trust based 
collaboration 

community

Call a 
party you 

trust

Create formal trust 
partnerships between 

private and public sector 

Public 
private  trust 
partherships
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Evolution of trust: a realistic ultimate objective?

Real-time 
due process?Public private  

trust partherships

Trust based 
collaboration 

community

Call a 
party you 

trust
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Cross-Border Frameworks to Combat Cybercrime

41
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Summary and takeaways

• The cyber threat landscape is evolving.
• Response to cyber threats, including cyber crimes, is hampered 

more by human and legal process than technology.
• Cyber attacks are global activities, operating over cross-border 

infrastructures.
• Investigators need a global framework to mitigate threats to keep 

pace with cyber attackers.
• The global framework must perform at or near Internet pace.

42
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Questions?
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@securityskeptic

Visit me:

Facebook.com/securityskeptic

LinkedIn.com/in/securityskeptic/

www.securityskeptic.com


